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Abstract. Electron precipitation down to the atmosphere due to12
wave-particle scattering in the magnetosphere contributes significantly13
to the auroral ionospheric conductivity. In order to obtain the auroral14
conductivity in global MHD models that are incapable of capturing ki-15
netic physics in the magnetosphere, MHD parameters are often used to16
estimate electron precipitation flux for the conductivity calculation. Such17
an MHD approach however lacks self-consistency in representing the18
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling processes. In this study we improve19
the coupling processes in global models with a more physical method. We20
calculate the physics-based electron precipitation from the ring current21
and map it to the ionospheric altitude for solving the ionospheric elec-22
trodynamics. In particular, we use the BATS-R-US MHD model coupled23
with the kinetic ring current model RAM-SCB that solves pitch angle24
dependent electron distribution functions, to study the global circulation25
dynamics during the January 25-26, 2013 storm event. Since the electron26
precipitation loss is mostly governed by wave-particle resonant scattering27
in the magnetosphere, we further investigate two methods of specifying28
electron precipitation loss associated with wave-particle interactions: (1)29
using pitch angle diffusion coefficients Dαα(E,α) determined from the30
quasi-linear theory, with wave spectral and plasma density obtained from31
statistical observations, (2) using electron lifetimes τ(E) independent on32
pitch angles inferred from the above diffusion coefficients. We found that33
both methods demonstrate similar temporal evolution of the trapped ring34
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current electrons, indicating that the impact of using different kinds of35
loss rates is small on the trapped electron population. However, for the36
precipitated electrons, the lifetime method hardly captures any precipi-37
tation in the large L-shell (i.e., 4 < L < 6.5) region, while the diffusion38
coefficient method produces much better agreement with NOAA/POES39
measurements, including the spatial distribution and temporal evolution40
of electron precipitation in the region from the pre-midnight through the41
dawn to the dayside. Further comparisons of the precipitation energy42
flux to DMSP observations indicates that the new physics-based precip-43
itation approach using diffusion coefficients for the ring current electron44
loss can explain the diffuse electron precipitation in the dawn sector,45
such as the enhanced precipitation flux at auroral latitudes and flux drop46
near the subauroral latitudes, but the traditional MHD approach largely47
overestimates the precipitation flux at lower latitudes.48
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1. Introduction
The ionospheric conductivity plays a key role in the magnetosphere-ionosphere cou-49
pled system because a major part of the conductivity is attributed to the magnetospheric50
dynamics and more importantly, it further controls a rich variety of magnetospheric pro-51
cesses. For instance, the aurora conductivity is associated with ionospheric electron pre-52
cipitation in the auroral zone, which is closely related to plasma waves in the magneto-53
sphere. On the other hand, the conductivity can greatly alter the ionospheric convection54
electric field that drives the transport of charged particles in the magnetosphere, control-55
ling the source population to the ring current and radiation belts. Earlier studies have56
extensively explored the effect of the ionospheric conductivity on various magnetosphere-57
ionosphere processes, such as its temporal history [Raeder et al., 1996], the substorm58
strength [Raeder et al., 2001], the dawn-dusk asymmetry in the plasmasheet convection59
[Lotko et al., 2014], the Cowling currents in the ionosphere [Tang et al., 2011], and even60
the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling [Ohtani et al., 2014]. All these stud-61
ies suggest that the ionospheric conductivity is a crucial but intricate element in the62
magnetosphere-ionosphere system, motivating deep investigation of its origin as well as63
its effect.64
The ionospheric conductivity, as a result of ionization of the upper atmosphere, is cre-65
ated from several energy sources, including the solar EUV radiation, polar rain, nightside66
star light, and auroral particle precipitation. The auroral particle precipitation (associ-67
ated with charged particles of ∼ 100 eV to tens of keV) originates from the magnetosphere68
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such that electrons/ions travel along magnetic field lines towards the Earth and collide69
with the neutral atmosphere.70
The aurora is usually distinguished by two types of precipitation: discrete and diffuse71
aurora. Particles that generate discrete aurora are accelerated from their source regions72
in the magnetosphere and the corresponding electron precipitation, for example, is well73
correlated with the region of upward field-aligned currents. On the other hand, particles74
that are scattered by plasma waves into the loss cone can move down to the atmosphere75
along magnetic field lines without the aid of additional energy, creating diffuse auroral76
precipitation. There are two major candidates that are long believed to induce the diffuse77
auroral precipitation by pitch angle scattering the plasmasheet electrons: electromagnetic78
whistler-mode waves (e.g., hiss and chorus waves) and electrostatic electron cyclotron79
harmonic (ECH) waves [e.g., Horne et al., 2003; Ni et al., 2008]. While hiss waves are80
often identified inside the plasmasphere [Meredith et al., 2004; Cao et al., 2005; Bortnik81
et al., 2009; Laakso et al., 2015], chorus and ECH waves are excited in the near-Earth82
plasmasheet as well as in the nightside plasma trough region [e.g., Meredith et al., 2001;83
Wei et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009; Li et al., 2013], and only occasionally inside the plas-84
masheet [Zhima et al., 2013]. Recent statistical analysis of years of satellite observations85
revealed that ECH waves dominantly contribute to the diffuse aurora in regions outside L86
shell of 8, whereas chorus waves are the main source of electron precipitation inside L shell87
of 8 [Ni et al., 2011a; Ni et al., 2011b; Thorne et al., 2010]. These findings suggest that88
ECH waves are related with higher latitude diffusion precipitation, while the chorus wave89
scattering is mainly responsible for electron precipitation at the lower auroral latitudes.90
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Given these sources for the ionospheric auroral conductivity, first principle calculation91
of the conductivity is however not trivial in global models since it requires several im-92
portant thermospheric-ionospheric characteristics, such as the chemistry, reaction rates,93
and electron/neutral density. To avoid the complexity of the thermosphere-ionosphere94
system, global models commonly adopt an empirical relation from Robinson et al. [1987]95
that links the precipitating energy flux and average energy to the Hall and Pedersen con-96
ductance (height-integrated conductivity) and thus significantly simplify the calculation97
of conductivity. Nevertheless, to utilize the Robinson’s formula, one needs to, in the first98
place, provide electron precipitation flux at the ionospheric altitude. To obtain this kinetic99
quantity in global magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) models that are incapable of resolving100
the kinetic physics, researchers often use MHD parameters to approximate the kinetic101
precipitation flux at the ionospheric altitude [e.g., Raeder et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2015].102
Such estimate however does not reflect the physical mechanism in the magnetosphere-103
ionosphere coupled system because the real pitch angle scattering involves with kinetic-104
scale physics of the electrons, rather than fluid dynamics. Therefore a better approach,105
i.e., a physics-based calculation of electron precipitation flux is desired. For example,106
a kinetic ring current model that solves particle distribution functions with pitch angle107
dependence is among the leading candidates capable of providing the real precipitation108
flux. The flux is then further used to determine the ionospheric electrodynamics. Such109
a kinetic-scale connection between the ionosphere and magnetosphere has recently been110
established by Fok et al. [2014] in the Comprehensive Ring Current Model (CRCM) and111
Chen et al. [2015a, b] in the Rice Conveciton Model - Equilibrium (RCM-E) [Lemon et al.,112
2004]. In this study, we step further from their stand-alone ring current models by de-113
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veloping an electron precipitation module within a geospace general circulation model in114
which the ring current model not only solves pitch angle dependent distribution functions115
but also is coupled to a global MHD model. While the former feature yields a more phys-116
ical representation of the electron distribution, the latter introduces more self-consistency117
than a stand-alone regional model that relies on various external boundary conditions [Yu118
et al., 2014a].119
Figure 1 (a) illustrates the general coupling structure within a global circulation mod-120
eling framework. The ionospheric potential solver takes parameters from the global MHD121
model such as field-aligned currents J||, and calculates the ionospheric conductance Σ and122
electric potential Φ. The typical technique of calculating the auroral conductance is the123
empirical Robinson’s formula, which relates the conductance with electron precipitation124
energy flux Fe and average energy at the ionospheric altitude. According to adiabatic125
kinetic theory, the electron precipitation flux Fe, is approximated using MHD parameters126
such as electron temperature, density, and field-aligned currents [Knight , 1973; Fridman127
and Lemaire, 1980; Zhang et al., 2015]. This approach, as discussed above, cannot truly128
represent the physics-based electron precipitation in the coupling regime that actually129
requires kinetic-scale physics. Hence in this study we replace this MHD parameterized130
calculator with a physics-based method, as shown in Figure 1 (b). Since the kinetic ring131
current model solves pitch angle dependent distribution functions of electrons and takes132
into account electron loss mechanisms associated with wave-particle pitch angle scatter-133
ing, the electron precipitation can be determined by integrating the electron flux within134
the loss cone and then mapped down to the ionospheric altitude for the calculation of135
conductivity. This method follows the physical coupling processes and therefore estab-136
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lishes, in the modeling framework, a more physics-based module of the ionospheric auroral137
conductivity.138
Within those stand alone ring current models, earlier studies on ring current electron139
dynamics [e.g., Jordanova et al., 2010; Fok et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015a, b] often use140
electron lifetimes to account for the loss process due to wave-induced scattering. The141
lifetimes represent the relaxation time of electrons before they are lost due to various142
loss mechanisms, and is simple and in many circumstances applicable when pitch angle143
dependence is weak, because the lifetimes imply the decay of the distribution as a whole144
at all pitch angles. Methods of calculating the electron lifetimes [e.g., Albert and Shprits ,145
2009] has been validated and improved in the past decade and found to be a very good146
approximation to the exact lifetime [e.g. Artemyev et al., 2013], and thus being extensively147
and successfully employed in radiation belt studies [e.g., Ripoll et al., 2014, 2015, 2016;148
Artemyev et al., 2015; Mourenas et al., 2012a, b, 2014; Yu et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2014b]. In149
the ring current dynamics, the effect of using different electron loss models (i.e., different150
electron lifetimes) has been recently investigated by Chen et al. [2015b] in the RCM-E151
model. It is found that the MLT and Kp parameterized loss rates, associated with chorus152
and hiss wave scattering in the inner magnetosphere, lead to a much better performance153
than other static and simple electron loss models after comparing the simulation results154
with LANL/GEO trapped electron flux and NOAA/POES precipitated flux. Their new155
loss model uses electron lifetimes provided by Orlova and Shprits [2014] and Orlova et al.156
[2014] for the chorus and hiss wave scattering outside and inside the plasmapause, re-157
spectively. These lifetime are inferred, following methods described in Albert and Shprits158
[2009], from pitch angle diffusion coefficients determined from statistical observations of159
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wave properties and parameterized with Kp index and MLT sectors [Orlova and Shprits ,160
2014; Orlova et al., 2014]. They are independent on pitch angles and are suitable to be161
used in the RCM-E model that solves isotropic electron distributions.162
While the method of calculating lifetimes in Albert and Shprits [2009] and others gives163
a very good approximation to the exact lifetime, the latter does not always lead to a good164
approximation to using the pitch angle diffusion coefficients, especially when considering165
pitch angle and local time dependence or during transient phase before the distribution166
is settled down. Therefore, when the particle distribution is anisotropic (which is com-167
mon during storms/substorms) or its gradient near the edge of loss cone is pronounced168
or the relaxation time is longer than the loss timescale, it might not be quite rational169
to use lifetime for the wave-induced scattering. Therefore a more comprehensive way is170
required, such as considering the pitch angle dependent diffusion coefficient. For example,171
Jordanova et al. [2008] treated the pitch angle scattering due to EMIC waves as a diffusive172
process in the RAM-SCB ring current model by using pitch angle diffusion coefficients.173
Those coefficients carry full pitch angle information for diffusing the ring current parti-174
cles and potentially offer a more appropriate approach to taking fully into account the175
precipitation loss associated with waves. This can further yield better representation of176
ionospheric conductivity.177
In this study we will investigate both methods: (a) use pitch angle diffusion coeffi-178
cients to represent wave particle scattering loss (refer to as “diffusion coefficient method”179
hereafter) and (b) use electron lifetimes (refer to as “lifetime method” hereafter). With180
the new implementation shown in Figure 1(b), this study aims to 1) validate and assess181
the fidelity and capability of the new modeling framework in resolving the ionospheric182
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electron precipitation, 2) compare two electron loss methods in including the effect of183
wave-induced scattering on electron dynamics, and 3) understand the wave-induced au-184
roral electron precipitation and its influence on the magnetosphere-ionosphere dynamics.185
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we will describe the new coupling frame-186
work, especially two important components in the framework: the electron precipitation187
loss associated with wave resonant pitch angle scattering, and the auroral conductivity.188
In section 3 we report results from three simulations using these different methods and189
then compare with observations. In section 4 we conclude.190
2. Methodology
In this study, the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) [Tóth et al., 2005, 2012]191
is used to study the electron precipitation. The framework is composed of several inter-192
coupled physical models, from global magnetosphere to regional representation inside the193
magnetosphere, as shown in Figure 1 (c). The global MHD model BATS-R-US (Block194
Adaptive Tree Scheme-Roe type-Upstream) [Powell et al., 1999] solves single-fluid ideal195
MHD equations for the whole magnetospheric dynamics. The kinetic ring current model196
RAM-SCB (Ring current-Atmosphere interaction Model with Self-Consistent Magnetic197
field (B)) [Jordanova et al., 2006, 2010; Zaharia et al., 2006, 2010] is described by bounce-198
averaged Fokker-Planck equations inside the geosynchronous altitude. The ionospheric199
potential solver RIM [Ridley et al., 2004] is designated as a two dimensional shell at the200
ionospheric height (∼110 km). The coupling between these codes, except for the dashed201
line between RAM-SCB and RIM, has been established in previous studies and meanwhile202
been validated through thorough comparisons with a variety of observations, including the203
global energy content Dst index, magnetic fields, field-aligned currents, and particle flux204
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either at the boundary of codes or along certain satellites trajectories [Zaharia et al.,205
2010; Yu et al., 2014a, 2015; Welling et al., 2011; Welling et al., 2015]. These data-model206
comparisons for this coupled modeling framework demonstrated its capability to reproduce207
many key features of the magnetosphere-ionosphere system. Similar abilities are also208
achieved in other types of MHD-kinetic coupled models, such as LFM-RCM [Pembroke209
et al., 2012], BATS-R-US-RCM [De Zeeuw et al., 2004], and BATS-R-US-CRCM [Glocer210
et al., 2013].211
In our coupled modeling framework shown in Figure 1 (c), the MHD model BATS-212
R-US provides plasma density and temperature to the RAM-SCB model at its outer213
boundary of 6.5 Re in the equatorial plane. An isotropic Kappa distribution (κ=3) is214
assumed using the MHD temperature and density. The flux from the single-fluid MHD215
model is further decoupled into individual plasma compositions needed in RAM-SCB by216
employing the empirical relationship from Young et al. [1982] who correlated the plasma217
sheet ion composition with solar wind and magnetospheric conditions. In turn, the RAM-218
SCB model passes the equatorial ring current pressure to the MHD model, in order to219
compensate the pressure deficiency in the MHD code since the latter lacks kinetic physics220
and is unable to capture the westward/eastward particle drift physics. In the MHD model,221
the pressure is gradually “nudged′′ toward, instead of forced to the ring current pressure222
to avoid potential numerical instability, following the approaches in De Zeeuw et al. [2004]223
and Glocer et al. [2013]. The “nudging′′ is achieved with the expression:224
P
′
MHD = PMHD +min(1,
dt
τcouple
(PRAM−SCB − PMHD)) (1)
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where PMHD and P
′
MHD are the MHD pressure before and after coupling, respectively.225
τcouple is a time constant introduced to maintain solution stability and it is 60 seconds226
in this study. Therefore the MHD pressure is converged toward the RAM-SCB pressure227
PRAM−SCB after 2τcouple.228
The ionospheric potential solver computes the electric potential calculation using field-229
aligned currents from the MHD model and Hall/Pedersen conductance. The electric230
potential is then mapped out along magnetic field lines to the magnetosphere assuming231
zero potential drop along magnetic field lines. In the BATS-R-US model, the electric232
potential is used to specify the velocity of the footprints of magnetic field lines on its233
inner boundary (at 2.5 Re), while the RAM-SCB model uses the corresponding convection234
electric field to drive charged particles around the Earth. The inductive electric field is235
not included in the ring current model, as it has been found by Zaharia [2008] that the236
inductive electric field is generally much smaller than the convection electric field inside237
the geosynchronous orbit, but can be comparable during late main phase/early recovery238
phase at some local times, suggesting its localized feature [Ganushkina et al., 2013]. The239
magnetic field required at the outer boundary of RAM-SCB is provided by the empirical240
Tsyganenko model [Tsyganenko, 1989], parameterized by Kp index. Since the magnetic241
field solver within RAM-SCB represents the field with a set of Euler potential shells242
[Zaharia et al., 2006, 2010], it is difficult to construct the shells at the outer boundary243
with fields from other coupled code [Welling et al., 2015].244
In the following sections, two key components of the framework are described in detail:245
(a) the auroral electron precipitation of magnetospheric origin in the RAM-SCB in Sec-246
tion 2.1 and (b) the ionospheric conductance in Section 2.2. We will firstly describe the247
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ring current model RAM-SCB and two loss methods used to give rise to the wave-induced248
electron precipitation, namely the diffusion coefficient method and lifetime method (Sec-249
tion 2.1.1). Then in Section 2.2.1 we will describe the traditional MHD approach in250
determining the precipitation for the ionospheric conductance, and in Section 2.2.2 the251
physics-based approach by using the wave-induced precipitation flux.252
We conduct three simulations listed in Table 1: (1) using the physics-based calculation253
of auroral precipitation with the diffusion coefficient method in the ring current model,254
(2) using the physics-based calculation of auroral precipitation with the lifetime method255
in the ring current model, and (3) using MHD approximation for the auroral precipitation256
where the precipitation flux is not determined from the ring current model, but rather257
from the MHD model (i.e., Figure 1.258
2.1. Magnetospheric electron precipitation in the RAM-SCB model
The RAM-SCB model includes two fully coupled modules: a kinetic ring current-259
atmosphere interaction model (RAM) [Jordanova et al., 1994, 2006, 2010] self-consistently260
(SC) coupled with a 3D equilibrium magnetic field (B) code [Zaharia et al., 2006, 2010]. It261
has been validated via a variety of space-borne observations and geomagnetic indices [Yu262
et al., 2012]. The model determines the magnetic field configuration in three dimensions263
and the particle distribution functions Ql(R, φ,E, α) from bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck264
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where Ql is a function of radial distance R from 2 to 6.5 Re with spatial resolution of266
0.25 Re, geomagnetic east longitude φ with resolution of 15
◦, energy E between 0.15 to267
400 keV, and pitch angle α from 0 to 90◦. The bracket <> represents bounce averaging,268
the subscript index o denotes the equatorial plane, p is the relativistic momentum of the269









which is proportional to the bounce period. Here, Bm is the magnetic field at the mirror271
point, ds is a distance interval along the integrating field line, and R0 is the equatorial272
distance of the field line.273
The loss terms on the right hand side of Equation (2) are represented by several physical274
processes, including charge exchange with geocoronal hydrogen for ring current ions, atmo-275
spheric collisional loss for both electrons and ions, and pitch angle scattering of electrons276
due to wave particle resonance that eventually leads to the diffuse auroral precipitation277
[Jordanova et al., 2010]. The diffuse aurora has long been believed to be associated with278
electron precipitation induced by wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere, such279
as whistler mode chorus and ECH waves. Recent quantitative studies found that whistler280
mode chorus waves play a dominant role over the ECH waves in scattering plasmasheet281
electrons from a few hundred eV to tens of keV in the inner magnetosphere down to the282
auroral zone, producing intense diffuse auroral precipitation [Thorne et al., 2010; Ni et al.,283
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2011a; Ni et al., 2011b]. Therefore the effect of ECH waves on the electron precipitation284
is excluded in the ring current model RAM-SCB for this study.285
2.1.1. Electron precipitation loss method used in RAM-SCB286
To include the contribution of wave particle interactions to the loss term in Equation287
(2), we describe two loss methods as follows:288
1. The “diffusion coefficient method” uses pitch angle diffusion coefficients Dαα(E,α)289
and solves the pitch angle diffusion equation with a Crank-Nicolson scheme [Jordanova290

















< Dµoµo >= (1− µ2o) < Dαα > (4)
where < Dαα > (µo = cos(αo)) is bounce-averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients as-293
sociated with whistler-mode chorus and hiss waves, and αo is the equatorial pitch angle.294
The coefficients associated with chorus wave scattering are determined from quasi-linear295
theory using the PADIE code [Glauert and Horne, 2005; Horne et al., 2013; Glauert et al.,296
2014], based on statistical observations of wave properties for regions outside the plasma-297
pause. In particular, they were derived based on wave frequency spectra and frequency298
ratio (fpe/fce) parameterized from satellite observations for 1.5≤ L∗ ≤10, magnetic lat-299
itude 0◦ ≤ λm ≤ 60◦ and five levels f Kp. To be used in the above equation, they are300
then interpolated onto RAM-SCB energy, pitch angle, as well as spatial grids On the301
other hand, precipitation due to hiss wave scattering inside the plasmapause is consid-302
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ered by using hiss wave pitch angle diffusion coefficients computed from a similar code303
[Albert , 2005]. These coefficients all depend on plasma density, energy, and pitch angle,304
representing a comprehensive scattering of ring current electrons.305
2. The “lifetime method” uses electron lifetimes to include the loss effect of wave-








The lifetimes τ are computed from the above diffusion coefficients Dαα(E,α) using the306
method described in Albert and Shprits [2009]. The coefficients are integrated at the307
lowest normal mode over all pitch angles and local times, leading to lifetimes independent308
on MLT and pitch angles. The lifetimes are also categorized into two kinds: one due to309
chorus wave scattering outside the plasmapause and the other due to hiss wave scattering310
inside. These time scales are interpolated onto RAM-SCB energy grid assuming pitch311
angle isotropic and vary in radial distance and storm activity level (for more details see312
Jordanova et al. [2010]). It should be noted that these lifetimes differ from empirical313
lifetimes [e.g., Chen and Schulz , 2001; Albert , 1999] that represent the total decay time,314
regardless of the associated waves behind.315
Once the electrons are “scattered” in the loss cone corresponding to the ionospheric316
altitude of 200 km, the electron precipitation flux is calculated by integrating the electron317
distribution function within the loss cone, as will be described in the next section. The318
precipitation removal of the ring current electrons is calculated with a time scale of a319
quarter bounce period [Jordanova et al., 2008].320
2.2. Ionosphere conductance
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The ionospheric electrodynamics is solved over a spheric shell at 110 km above the Earth321
surface. This shell is connected with the magnetosphere models mainly via field-aligned322
currents and mapping electric potential. The ionospheric electric potential Φ is governed323
by the field-aligned currents J|| and height-integrated conductance Σ:324
∇ · (Σ · ∇Φ) = −J|| sin I (6)
where Σ is the tensor of ionospheric conductance, including both Hall and Pedersen con-325
ductance, and I is the inclination of the magnetic field line at the ionosphere.326
The ionospheric conductance is induced by several physical processes, including diffuse327
auroral precipitation, discrete auroral precipitation, solar EUV radiation, and polar rain.328












The conductance associated with solar EUV radiation is calculated using an empirical330
function based on the solar zenith angle and f10.7 index [Moen and Brekke, 1993]. To331
include the weak contribution from polar rain, small background conductance is applied332
constantly and uniformly over the polar cap above the open/closed field line boundary. In333
addition, aurora conductance is obtained using Robinson’s empirical formulas [Robinson334
et al., 1987] provided the energy flux FE and average energy E of the electron precipitation335
at the ionospheric altitude:336
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These expressions are approximate fits to the the conductivity values obtained by Vickrey337
et al. [1981] based on energy deposition functions given by Rees [1963] in the altitude range338
80 - 200 km. Although these expressions assume a Maxwellian distribution in energy, they339
have been shown to work well for non-Gaussian distribution if the correct average energy340
and energy flux are used [Robinson et al., 1987]. These relations, as mentioned earlier,341
have been widely employed in global magnetosphere models [e.g., Ridley et al., 2004;342
Raeder et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2015; Fok et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015a].343
Although both diffuse precipitation and discrete aurora precipitation utilize the above344
relations, they are categorized into two different precipitation mechanisms. While diffuse345
aurora originates from precipitating electrons that are scattered into the loss cone, the346
discrete aurora is associated with electrons that are accelerated towards the Earth aided347
by electric potential difference along magnetic field lines. To numerically evaluate these348
two types of aurora conductance using Equation (8), the energy flux FE is determined349
separately. The numerical implementation of these two types of auroral precipitation in350
global circulation models is described below in detail. Two approaches are investigated:351
One is the traditional MHD parameterization, and the other one with a coupled kinetic352
ring current model is based on physical precipitation process. These two approaches are353
already illustrated in Figure 1 (a, b).354
2.2.1. MHD approach355
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In global MHD models, a common way of specifying the auroral electron precipitation356
follows the adiabatic kinetic theory in Knight [1973]; Lyons et al. [1979]; Fridman and357
Lemaire [1980] using MHD parameterization [e.g., Raeder et al., 2001; Tanaka, 2000;358
Zhang et al., 2015]. We describe the precipitation method in Zhang et al. [2015] as an359
example of the MHD approach. In their study, the number flux of electron precipitation360







where Te, Ne are the electron thermal temperature and electron number density at the362
source region in the magnetosphere. The electron temperature is assumed to be 1/6 of the363
proton temperature in the MHD model based on typical observations in the plasmasheet.364
Such a ratio of 1/6 is a crude approximation though; since this simple relationship is365
probably only valid for low energy plasmasheet particles in the near-Earth region, a better366
representation between the electron and proton temperature is desired. The electron367
number density is assumed to be equal to the proton number density from the MHD368
model. β represents the filling rate of loss cone from the plasmasheet, and is chosen to be369
0.5 for simplicity in this study. Future investigation should take into account its spatial370
variation for more comprehensive and realistic consideration, as demonstrated in Zhang371
et al. [2015].372
For the diffuse precipitation, the energy flux FE and averaged energy E use the following373
expressions:374
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FE = 2F0Te
< E >= 2Te (10)
For discrete electron precipitation that is related to the upward field-aligned currents,375







1 + (1− 1/Rm)e−eV/Te(Rm−1)
]
E = 2Te + eV
1− e−eV/Te(Rm−1)
1 + (1− 1/Rm)e−eV/Te(Rm−1)




where J|| is the field-aligned current, and Rm is the ratio of magnetic field between the377
ionospheric footprint and the equatorial location. eV acts as the energy source to ac-378
celerate electrons from the equator towards the Earth as these electrons themselves have379
insufficient initial energy to reach the atmosphere. These calculation is only applied to380
regions of upward field-aligned currents.381
2.2.2. Physics-based approach382
With a ring current code RAM-SCB coupled into the geospace general circulation model.383
the energy flux of diffuse aurora precipitation F diffuseE is computed from the equatorial384
flux distribution jo obtained from the RAM-SCB model. First, the averaged electron385
precipitation flux inside the loss cone joc in the equatorial plane is:386
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where µo = cos(αo) and αo is the equatorial pitch angle, jo is the electron differential flux387
distribution in the equatorial plane and µoc is at the edge of the loss cone corresponding388
to an ionospheric altitude of 200 km. After averaging the electron precipitation flux in389
the loss cone in the equator, the averaged flux in the equator is equivalent to that at the390
ionospheric altitude (or mirror point) for each local pitch angles from 0 to 90◦ [Jordanova391
et al., 1997] according to the Liouville’s theorem. That is,392
jiono(E) = joc(E) (13)
By relating the averaged flux in the equator to the flux at the ionospheric altitude (mirror393
point) at the same energy, it eliminates the complexity of the integration over various394
sizes of loss cones in the equatorial plane, thus simplifies the calculation of precipitation395
flux as shown below. The energy flux can be easily determined at the ionospheric altitude396








where Ω is the solid angle of loss cone.399
As for the discrete aurora precipitation, the energy flux is computed with a similar400
method in Zhang et al. [2015] as described in Equation (11). Unlike the above approach401
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and other studies that use MHD parameters to approximate the electron temperature and402
density and use field-aligned currents from MHD calculation, we obtain these values from403
the RAM-SCB model near the low altitude boundary and map them to the ionospheric404
altitude.405
Subsequently, with either the MHD or physics-based approach to specifying the auroral406
precipitation, the precipitation associated conductance is achieved from Equation (8).407
After combining with the other contributors, we eventually obtain the global distribution408
of the ionospheric conductance using Equation (7). It should be noted that since the409
diffuse and discrete auroral precipitation is mapped along magnetic field lines inside the410
RAM-SCB domain for the physics-based approach, no precipitation is available in the411
high-latitude polar cap region due to the finite boundary of the ring current model at412
6.6 Re. To avoid the discontinuity near the high-latitude boundary, an exponential decay413
of the diffuse auroral precipitation flux is spatially enforced along the magnetic latitude414
towards the pole at the high-latitude boundary. The “skin depth” of the exponential415
decay is chosen at 5◦ in latitude.416
3. Results
3.1. Overview of the simulated geomagnetic storm event
We simulate a small geomagnetic storm event occurred on January 25-26, 2013 to417
investigate the effect of electron precipitation on the auroral conductance, and assess the418
performance of the model implemented with a physics-based electron precipitation loss419
module, in which two different types of loss rates are utilized. Figure 2 illustrates the solar420
wind, interplanetary, and geomagnetic conditions during January 25-26, 2013 obtained421
from OMNIweb. Around 17:00 UT, a sudden enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure422
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results in a moderate storm sudden commencement (SSC) indicated by the increase of423
SYMH index and a weak but isolated substorm injection with AE ∼ 250 nT. Around424
23:00 UT, a strong southward turning of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) initiates425
substantial injections as AE approaches 800 nT, and SYMH index decreases to −30 nT.426
This injection lasts for only 2 hours. Several intense injections further take place on the427
date of January 26, 2015 but they act more continuously.428
Following these injections, the HOPE instrument, onboard Van Allen Probes-A that429
orbits near the equator with apogee (∼ 6 Re) at MLT of 3 during this event, observes430
predominant increase of electron flux in the midnight-to-dawn sector (Figure 3(a)). The431
enhancement at around 17:00 UT and 00:00 UT occurs for a wide range of energy from a432
few eV to tens of keV, supplying important source population to the ring current. Figure433
3(b) shows DMSP observations of electron precipitation energy flux along its trajectory434
across the polar region. The sharp drop of energy flux indicates the equatorward auroral435
boundary. Two time intervals are compared. The energy flux in the auroral zone at the436
time of substorm injection (∼ 23:20-23:50 UT, right panel) is increased by an order of437
magnitude and extends to lower latitudes when compared to that during quite time (∼438
06:25-06:55 UT, left panel). These in-situ observations suggest that substorm injections439
bring in evident source population into the inner magnetosphere and subsequently give440
rise to enhanced electron precipitation down to the atmosphere probably owing to the441
plasma waves excited in the magnetosphere.442
We choose a simulation interval from 12:00 UT, January 25 to 12:00 UT, January 26443
during which two isolated injections are observed. We examine how the ring current444
evolves and how the ionospheric electrodynamics is altered following substorm injections.445
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We compare simulation results using different methods in representing the loss effect of446
wave-particle scattering with in-situ observations to evaluate the fidelity of the model.447
3.2. Inner magnetosphere electron loss due to wave particle interactions
Figure 4 (a-f) displays RAM-SCB simulation results from using “diffusion coefficient448
method” in the ring current dynamics: (a) the global distribution of the plasmasphere,449
(b) electron diffusion coefficients associated with whistler-mode hiss and chorus waves, (c)450
precipitated and (d) trapped electron flux in the equatorial plane, and (e) energy flux and451
(f) total electron number flux precipitated at the ionospheric altitude during the injection452
time at 23:50 UT. The cold plasmasphere develops mainly under the control of convective453
and corotational electric fields. It is nearly symmetrically distributed surrounding the454
Earth during the pre-storm quiet time (not shown), whereas remarkable plasma erosion455
takes place starting from the nightside once the convective electric field is enhanced after456
the solar wind forcing impinges on the magnetosphere, leading to a day-night asymmetric457
plasmasphere, with a high-density plume formed in the dusk sector (Figure 5 (a)). The458
innermost plasmapause is pushed as close as 3.5 Re to the Earth in the midnight-to-dawn459
sector, resulting in “empty” magnetosphere for the cold population. Hot electrons with460
energy of tens of keV are injected towards the Earth from the nightside. The electrons461
mostly drift eastward around the Earth and undergo various acceleration and loss mech-462
anisms, giving rise to temperature anisotropy in their distribution, which then gives free463
energy for the excitation of whistler-mode waves, such as chorus waves [e.g., Jordanova464
et al., 2010]. These waves Doppler shifted to the cyclotron frequency of the hot electrons465
can resonantly interact with and effectively scatter the electrons into the loss cone.466
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Figure 4 (b) shows pitch angle diffusion rates of hiss waves inside the plasmapause467
and chorus waves outside the plasmapause. Only representative energy (∼ 9 keV) and468
pitch angle (52◦) are chosen for demonstration. The diffusion rates are clearly high in the469
low-density region from pre-midnight to pre-noon sector and in the plasmasphere plume470
region on the afternoon side, indicating that electrons with such energy and pitch angle471
in these regions is short-living due to strong scattering process by chorus or hiss waves.472
Therefore, electron precipitation at 9 keV (Figure 4 (c)) is accordingly high in these473
regions. For example, outside the plasmapause (marked by black dots), precipitation474
flux is prominent in the midnight-to-noon region through the dawn where chorus waves475
are probably active after the tail particle injection. Inside the plasmasphere in the dusk476
sector, significant precipitation also occurs due to the hiss wave scattering. On the other477
hand, the trapped electrons in Figure 4 (d) mainly appear on the dawn side inside the478
plasmapause as the scattering loss there is insignificant and in the noon sector outside L479
of 4 where the pitch angle diffusion coefficients are not so strong. Once the electrons sink480
down to the atmosphere along magnetic field lines they carry energy source to the upper481
atmosphere. Figure 4 (e) and (f) show that the ionospheric energy deposit mostly appears482
around 60◦ in the region from post-midnight through dawn to the post-noon, while little483
energy precipitation occurs in the afternoon sector. Such a spatial distribution suggests484
the dominant role of whistler-mode chorus waves in scattering electrons in the dawn sector,485
consistent with observations in which whistler-mode chorus waves are found to be likely486
excited in the dawn sector [Li et al., 2009].487
Figure 5 shows simulation results from using the “lifetime method”. In Figure 4 (a),488
a similar asymmetric plasmasphere is developed. The electron lifetime (Figure 4 (b)) is489
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found to be much shorter outside the plasmapause than that inside the plasmapause at490
energy of 9 keV, indicating a more efficient scattering loss due to chorus waves outside491
the plasmapause. The electron flux at 9 keV within the loss cone (Figure 5 (c)) mainly492
occurs in the pre-midnight to post-dawn sector while little precipitation is produced in493
the pre-noon to the pre-midnight sector. The peak precipitation appears in the post-494
midnight region with L from 4 to 6. Meanwhile, the trapped flux (Figure 5 (d)) also495
shows a similar spatial distribution but with smaller amount of electrons appearing in496
the afternoon sector than in the dawn sector. The relative low magnitude of trapped497
electron flux in the afternoon sector is attributed to the short lifetimes of the electrons498
when they travel eastward from the nightside and are partly lost into the loss cone along499
their drift path and dayside boundary. While mapping the equatorial precipitation along500
magnetic field lines down to the ionospheric altitude, the above local-time dependence of501
precipitation results in ionospheric energy deposit concentrating around latitude of 55◦502
from MLT of 2 to 8 (see Figure 5 (e, f)), but the precipitation flux is rather weak from503
early morning to pre-midnight sector.504
When comparing these two sets of simulation results, the “diffusion coefficient method”505
not only shows considerably large diffuse precipitation flux in the equator, but also exhibits506
different spatial distribution. While the “lifetime method” results in electron precipitation507
confined at a much lower ionospheric latitude, the “diffusion coefficient method” leads to508
the precipitation at higher latitudes and over a larger coverage in local times.509
Since the pitch angle diffusion coefficients adopted in the “diffusion coefficient method”510
depend on energy, pitch angle and local plasma conditions, Figure 6 displays the pitch511
angle diffusion coefficients Dαα(E,α) in the energy-pitch angle space at L = 5.0 at two512
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selective MLTs of 8 and 15, where chorus and hiss waves are expected to take a part513
respectively. It can be seen that the chorus waves can cause rapid scattering for pitch514
angles below 60◦ for energies between 10 keV and 100 keV as well as over a larger range515
of pitch angles for energies below a few keV. These two branches actually correspond to516
the lower and upper band chorus respectively. The hiss waves on the other hand exert517
influence over a limited energy range for most pitch angles. As a consequence, the energy518
spectra of precipitation at these two locations evidently show energy dependence. At MLT519
of 8, precipitation takes place over a wide range of energies below 100 keV due to chorus520
wave scattering, while electrons scattering loss at MLT of 15 due to hiss wave scattering521
is confined within energy range of 30-100 keV at L of 5.0, indicating global asymmetry in522
the ionospheric precipitation as shown in Figure 4 (e, f).523
We further probe the difference/similarity between these two simulations by comparing524
the trapped electron flux to observations from Van Allen Probes. Figure 7 illustrates525
the spin-averaged electron flux along the Van Allen Probes-A, which was orbiting near526
the equatorial plane with the apogee near MLT of 3. The near-equator orbit enables527
the observation of trapped electrons under current time resolution. In the data, the528
electron flux suddenly increases around 01:00 UT of Jan 26, 2013, and more plasma529
injections are observed in the next orbit from 08:00 to 11:00 UT of Jan 26, 2013. From530
the modeling results, both simulations record the start time of injections at 00:00 UT531
of Jan 26, 2013, which appears to be one hour earlier than in the observations. In fact,532
an enhancement is also visible in the data at the same time but with a much smaller533
intensity. Both simulations show quite similar temporal evolution of the trapped ring534
current electrons following the initiation of injection, suggesting that the influence of535
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using different loss methods is very small. In other words, using pitch angle diffusion536
coefficients is almost equivalent to using lifetimes for solving the trapped electron flux537
distribution, which unambiguously supports previous studies on radiation belt dynamics538
that utilize lifetime scales [e.g., Ripoll et al., 2014, 2015, 2016; Artemyev et al., 2015;539
Mourenas et al., 2012a, b, 2014; Yu et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2014b].540
We also compare the simulated precipitation flux to observations from NOAA/POES541
satellites in Figure 8. POES satellites measure precipitation electron flux with the onboard542
0◦ telescope while traveling along the low Earth polar orbits. Such in-situ observations543
from six POES satellites are mapped to the magnetic equator, and further binned into544
L-time diagram for different local time sectors (i.e., MLT of 03-09 and 21-03 in Figure 8545
(a, b)). The spatial resolution is chosen at 0.25 Re between 2.5 and 6.5 Re and temporal546
resolution of 0.5 hour. The observed precipitation flux is obtained from 1-20 keV energy547
channels. The precipitation is found to be rather weak before the storm and is slightly548
enhanced near L of 6.0 around 17-18 UT after a small injection. It is then largely inten-549
sified during substorm injections starting around 23:30 UT. The innermost precipitation550
penetrates as close as L of 4.5 near the injection peak at 00:30 UT in the nightside and551
dawn sectors. Precipitation in the “diffusion coefficient method” (Figure 8 (c, d)) tends552
to occur at larger L shells than in the “lifetime method” (Figure 8 (e, f)) and is in bet-553
ter agreement with the data. It also captures the precipitation before 18:00 UT which554
is not present in the “lifetime method”, but does appear in the data. Furthermore, the555
“diffusion coefficient method” shows dynamic precipitation from outer region to lower L556
shells during substorm injections, consistent with observations. However, the magnitude557
of the precipitation is not as high as in the data, suggesting that the waves may indeed be558
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stronger in this particular event. There is also a strong burst of precipitation for 4 < L < 5559
jut after 00:30 UT that is present in both models, but not in the data. This may be related560
to the incorrect location of the predicted plasmapause, or uncertainty in mapping field561
lines from the equatorial region to the ionosphere in the night sector. We checked plas-562
masphere electron density inferred from Van Allen Probes data [Kurth et al., 2015] and563
found that during the injection time (from 00:00 UT to 02:00UT), both spacecraft subse-564
quently pass the midnight plasmapause (chosen at density of 50/cc) that is about 0.5-1.0565
Re further than the plasmapause location in the model. This means that the modeled566
precipitation flux within 4 < L < 5 at the “burst” time comes from the region outside the567
plasmapause while the POES observations display the precipitation flux originated from568
inside the plasmapause, leading to the disagreement in this region. Therefore, inclusion569
of a more accurate plasmapause model [Liu et al., 2015] should be one of the future work.570
In general, the agreement between the new “diffusion coefficient method” and the data571
is much better than that between the “lifetime method” and the data and represents a572
prominent improvement. This indicates that the newly implemented electron loss method573
based on pitch angle diffusion process, a more comprehensive method than the lifetimes,574
improves the performance of the ring current model in capturing the global spatial dis-575
tribution and temporal evolution of the electron precipitation. It thus grants a promising576
tool for studying the integrated magnetosphere-ionosphere physics in the future.577
The above results on the trapped and precipitated electrons are actually an manifesta-578
tion of the underlying loss process to the distribution when applying different loss rates.579
A distribution initially with larger intensity at larger pitch angles usually finds itself to580
evolve towards a flatter profile in the pitch angle space, due to diffusion processes. The581
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direct effect is that the distribution at larger pitch angles is reduced while that at smaller582
pitch angles increases. This process is what the diffusion coefficients can explain in the583
model. In contrast, if the lifetimes are applied to the distribution at all pitch angles,584
the whole distribution is decreased by a certain factor. For the trapped electrons, both585
methods show similar effect on the distribution. But for the precipitated electrons, owing586
to the pitch angle diffusion towards lower pitch angles, the precipitation flux is higher587
than that using lifetimes.588
3.3. Ionospheric electrodynamics
We next focus on the ionospheric response following the electron precipitation. In order589
to manifest this new self-consistent coupling between the auroral precipitation and the590
ring current dynamics (Figure 1 (b)), we further compare the results with the traditional591
MHD approach (Figure 1 (a)). Figure 9 shows the ionospheric electric potential, field-592
aligned currents (FACs), energy flux, and Hall conductance at the ionospheric altitude593
from using the physics-based approach (top and middle panels) and using MHD approach594
(bottom panels) at 23:50 UT. As the IMF is southward oriented, the typical two-cell595
potential/convection pattern and both Region 1 and 2 FACs are well revealed in all of596
these three simulations.597
The ionospheric conductance is a combined effect of diffuse precipitation initiated by598
pitch angle scattering as described above, the discrete precipitation specified via the up-599
ward field-aligned current, the EUV radiation, and polar rain. It is found that with the600
self-consistent calculation of precipitation from the ring current using pitch angle diffu-601
sion coefficient method for the wave-scattered electron loss, the electron energy flux in the602
ionosphere is largely contributed by the diffuse precipitation due to chorus wave scattering603
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outside the plasmapause in the post-midnight to dawn sector. The energy deposit in the604
diffusion coefficient method peaks at a latitude around 62◦ and further extends to dayside605
sector. Accordingly, the Hall conductance is regulated mainly by the solar illumination606
on the dayside and the above diffuse precipitation that forms an aurora oval from the607
midnight to early morning side. In contrast, with the lifetime method for the ring current608
electron loss, the precipitated energy flux mainly occurs below 60◦ in the early morning609
sector, without extending into the dayside, consistent with the precipitation pattern in610
the equatorial plane in Figure 5. The Hall conductance is consequently enhanced at lower611
latitude. On the other hand, the energy flux in the MHD approximation appears as an612
oval in the ionosphere and it peaks in the dusk-to-midnight sector. This is mainly caused613
by the large pressure in the dusk magnetosphere as the ring current carries westward614
drifting protons and is greatly enhanced during substorm time. Subsequently, the auroral615
Hall conductance is considerably large in the oval, particularly in the dusk-to-midnight616
sector.617
We notice that not only the magnitude but also the spatial distribution of the Hall618
conductance differ significantly between these two approaches. While verifying the global619
conductance pattern in the ionosphere is challenging, comparisons with DMSP measure-620
ments of precipitated electron energy flux would assist in validating, to a certain extend,621
the fidelity of the simulated auroral precipitation. Figure 10 illustrates the integrated622
electron energy flux (from 30 eV to 30 keV) observed along one DMSP trajectory across623
the southern polar cap during the substorm injection time (black), the simulated en-624
ergy flux from the kinetic physics-based approach (blue), and MHD approach (green).625
The two bump-like enhancements of flux in the data represent intense auroral electron626
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precipitation. The MHD calculation (green) generally captures the location of the peak627
precipitation in the auroral zone, but it overestimates the peak flux in the dusk sector and628
the flux at lower latitudes. Too much precipitation flux is observed in the dusk sub-auroral629
region, mainly because the MHD approach relies on the MHD parameters such as pressure630
in the model, which is large when the ring current is intensified after substorm injections.631
On the other hand, the self-consistent physics-based calculation produces an enhancement632
in the dawn sector near latitude of 60◦, and the flux rapidly drops near the auroral bound-633
ary, thus in better agreement with the data. But the peak magnitude or the location of634
peak precipitation in the dawn sector is not well reproduced, indicating that the whistler635
mode chorus waves in the dawn sector implemented in the diffusion coefficient method is636
not as strong as in this substorm event. In the dusk sector, the peak precipitation flux is637
captured, but the location of the peak is missed by a few degree towards lower latitudes638
than in the data. One possible reason for this mismatch in the physics-based calculation639
with diffusion loss method could be that the hiss waves employed for the scattering loss640
in the dusk sector overloads electron precipitation at lower latitudes. Thus more realistic641
or event-specific hiss-associated diffusion rates may be demanded. Furthermore, more642
scattering responsible for higher-latitude precipitation outside the plasmapause are also643
needed in the dusk sector. The large low-latitude precipitation in the simulation may also644
suggest that the inner magnetosphere experiences less shielding than in reality, causing645
a penetration of electric field to much lower latitudes. Such discrepancy was previously646
reported in Yu et al. [2015] where the dawn-to-dusk electric field in the dusk sector overly647
penetrates to the inner region, corresponding to a lower latitude in the ionosphere. A648
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stronger shielding would probably redress the location of the plasmapause boundary and649
hence the auroral precipitation zone.650
4. Discussion and Conclusions
We implemented, in the geospace general circulation model, a physics-based diffuse651
aurora precipitation module for the ionospheric conductivity. It is accomplished by de-652
termining the differential electron flux within the loss cone in the equatorial region and653
mapping it down to the ionosphere. This approach enables the coupling of diffuse auroral654
precipitation of magnetospheric origin to the ionosphere and improves the self consistency655
of the connection between the ionospheric electrodynamics and magnetospheric dynam-656
ics. The reason of such effort is because a common but inconsistent approximation has657
been employed for a long time in global MHD models to estimate the precipitation flux,658
owing to the incapability of capturing the kinetic precipitation characteristics originated659
in the inner magnetosphere in these global MHD models. After coupling to a ring current660
model with magnetospheric particle drift physics, it is possible to have a more physical661
representation of ionospheric electron precipitation.662
To resolve the auroral precipitation originated from the wave-particle scattering in the663
magnetosphere, the effect of wave scattering loss is examined by utilizing either pitch664
angle diffusion coefficients or lifetimes. The diffusion coefficients, an important indicator665
of how efficient the particles diffuse in pitch angle space, are determined from the quasi-666
linear theory and a recent satellite database for wave characteristics, and depend on local667
plasma density, the energy and pitch angle of electrons, and geomagnetic activity level.668
In contrast, inferring the electron lifetimes from these diffusion coefficients eliminates the669
pitch angle dependence, leaving merely the energy dependence for the lifetimes.670
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We conduct three simulations with the geospace general circulation model: simula-671
tion (1) uses the new self-consistent physics-based approach to determining the auroral672
precipitation in the ring current model which uses new pitch angle diffusion coefficient673
to represent the scattering effect on electrons; simulation (2) uses the new self-consistent674
physics-based approach to determining the auroral precipitation in the ring current model675
which uses electron lifetimes inferred from the above diffusion coefficient for the wave676
scattering effect; simulation (3) uses the MHD parameters to determine the auroral pre-677
cipitation without using the precipitation flux from the ring current model but from the678
MHD model. From these simulations and comparisons with observations, we reach the679
following conclusions:680
1. The diffusion loss method captures the auroral electron precipitation in the region at681
large L-shells (5 < L < 6) in the night and dawn sectors during both quiet and disturbed682
time. Significant enhancement and penetration of precipitation to low L-shells during the683
substorm injection time is also reproduced, thus shows reasonable agreement with the684
dynamics revealed in the NOAA/POES observations.685
2. With the diffusion coefficient-based precipitation mechanism, the precipitating en-686
ergy flux at the ionospheric altitude is dominantly strong in the pre-midnight to dayside687
through the dawn sector, peaked around 60◦ latitude. The ionospheric auroral conduc-688
tance caused by the diffuse electron precipitation is well correlated with the chorus wave689
outside the plasmapause in the magnetosphere, implying the importance of wave-particle690
interactions in regulating the ionospheric dynamics.691
3. Comparisons with DMSP observations of precipitation energy flux indicates that692
the chorus wave scattering included in the diffuse model via diffusion coefficients can693
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mostly explain the diffuse electron precipitation in the dawn sector, such as the enhanced694
precipitation flux at auroral latitudes and flux drop near the subauroral latitudes. In695
contrast, the MHD approximation largely overestimates the precipitation flux at lower696
latitudes.697
4. Both diffusion coefficient and lifetime methods show similar temporal evolution of698
the trapped ring current electrons, but the lifetime method considerably underestimate699
the intensity of the precipitated ring current electrons in the higher-latitude region, hence700
agreed worse with NOAA/POES observations than in the diffusion method. This is701
probably attributed to the fact that lifetimes are independent on pitch angles. When there702
is a large gradient near the edge of loss cone in the distribution (usually the distribution703
increases with pitch angle), applying the lifetime to the distribution as a whole reduces704
the distribution in all pitch angles, leading to smaller precipitation flux within the loss705
cone. On the other hand, the diffusion coefficients carry full pitch angle information and706
represent the diffusion in the distribution, which eventually will bring the distribution707
towards an equilibrium (flatten) stage. Therefore the loss cone precipitation flux is “filled”708
up after the diffusion process, resulting in more precipitation.709
5. While comparing the simulation results with observations, we also identified in the710
model several shortcomings that require further improvement. For example, in the diffu-711
sion coefficient method, the magnitude of precipitation is not as high as in both POES712
and DMSP observations, suggesting that the waves are probably stronger in the particular713
substorm event than that derived in the diffusion coefficients. Future studies may consider714
event-specific wave characteristics to improve the representation of wave scattering loss715
in the model. In addition, precipitation in the dusk aurora zone is predicted at a lower716
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latitude than in the data, implying in the model either an overestimate of hiss scattering717
or a weaker electric field shielding in the inner magnetosphere that is not strong enough to718
impede the penetration to lower latitudes. Future work will be also focused on coupling719
the FACs calculated in the ring current model with the ionosphere model, besides the720
FACs from the MHD model.721
In summary, this work marks the first step towards implementing a more self-consistent722
physics-based approach to obtaining auroral precipitation in global circulation models.723
We find that the use of diffusion rates based on wave-particle interactions in the mag-724
netosphere generally offers substantial improvement in the electron precipitation maps,725
and has now reached a level of maturity where it can be integrated into global models726
that care about ionospheric electrodynamics. Future studies will, with the aid of this727
new precipitation module, investigate in-depth the influence of the wave-particle interac-728
tions in the magnetosphere on the ionospheric conductivity as well as the feedback effects.729
Nevertheless we need to note that based on some identified issues, more studies are still730
needed on how to best integrate this approach in global models.731
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Table 1. Three simulations using different methods of calculating the auroral precipitation
and ring current electron loss due to wave particle interactions.
Three auroral precipitation ring current electron loss
simulations
I physics-based calculation of precipitation diffusion coefficients for electron loss
II physics-based calculation of precipitation lifetimes for electron loss
III MHD approximation of precipitation diffusion coefficients for electron loss
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figures/framework2.pdf
Figure 1. (a) The old modeling framework of coupling the global MHD model with the
ionospheric potential solver. Within it, the auroral electron precipitation needed in calculating
the ionospheric conductance is passed from the MHD model with approximation. (b) The new
modeling framework in this study by taking the auroral precipitation from the kinetic ring cur-
rent model that solves particle distribution functions with pitch angle dependence. This new
implementation indicates a physics-based calculation of electron precipitation than the MHD
parameterization in the current framework. (c) The specific modeling framework used in this
study: global MHD model BATS-R-US, coupled with kinetic ring current model RAM-SCB, and
the ionospheric potential solver RIM. The dashed line indicates the new implementation in this
study of auroral particle precipitation passing from the ring current model to the ionospheric
electrodynamics.
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Figure 2. Solar wind, interplanetary and geomagnetic conditions during the moderate magnetic
storm event occurred on January 25-26, 2013. The data is obtained from OMNIWeb.
Figure 3. (a) Van Allen Probes-A observations of spin-averaged electron flux from ECT-HOPE
(lower panel) and MagEIS instrumentation (upper panel). The displayed energy range covers
from 100 eV to 2000 keV. (b) Energy flux observed by DMSP satellite along two trajectories
across the polar region of southern hemisphere. The left panel shows energy flux during a quiet
time period while the right one is under a disturbed condition.
Figure 4. Simulation results using the wave-particle pitch angle scattering diffusion coefficients
(a, b, c, d) are in the equatorial plane, and (e, f) are at the ionosphere altitude. (a) Plasmasphere
electron density, (b) bounce-averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficient for energy of 9 keV and
pitch angle of 52◦, (c) precipitated and (d) trapped electron flux at energy of 9 keV, (e) energy
flux, and (f) total number flux at the ionospheric altitude. The black dots in (c), (e), and (f)
denote the plasmapause boundary. These global distribution maps are chosen from the time of
January 26, 00:50 UT.
Figure 5. Simulation results using electron lifetime, in the same format as in Figure 4.
(a) Plasmasphere electron density,(b) lifetime (in hours) for electrons in energy of 9 keV, (c)
precipitated and (d) trapped electron flux at energy of 9 keV, (e) energy flux and (f) total
number flux at the ionospheric altitude.
Figure 6. Top panels: Bounce-averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients as function of energy
and pitch angle for chorus waves (left) and hiss waves (right) at L of 5 and MLT of 8 and 15
respectively. Bottom panels: Energy spectra of electron precipitation flux at MLT of 8 (left) and
15 (right) for four locations (L=3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0). These plots are chosen at time of 23:50 UT,
the same time as in Figure 4.
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Figure 7. Trapped population: (a) Van Allen Probes-A observation of spin-averaged electron
flux from ECT/MagEIS instrument for 30 ≤ E ≤ 400keV . (b) Simulated electron omni flux
using diffusion coefficient method. (c) Simulated electron omni flux along the same trajectory
using lifetime method. The flux unit is in 1/cm2/s/sr/keV .
Figure 8. Precipitated population: (a,b) Observation: six NOAA/POES observation of
precipitating energy flux binned in radial distance L and time for two local sectors (03-09 MLT
and 21-03 MLT). The spatial resolution in L is 0.25 Re and the temporal resolution is 30 minutes.
(c, d) Diffusion coefficient method result: precipitating energy flux in the same format, using
pitch angle diffusion coefficients to represent the wave-particle scattering loss. (e, f) Lifetime
method result: precipitating energy flux in the same format, using electron lifetime to account
for the wave-particle scattering loss.
Figure 9. Top row: simulation results using the diffusion coefficient loss method and new
physics-based calculation of auroral precipitation. Middle row: simulation results using the
lifetime loss method and new physics-based calculation of auroral precipitation. Bottom row:
simulation results using MHD approximation of auroral precipitation. From left to right columns:
ionospheric electric potential, field-aligned currents, energy flux, and Hall conductance above 50◦
magnetic latitude. The energy flux is plotted in logarithm scale.
Figure 10. Top panel: DMSP F18 trajectory across the southern hemisphere from the dawn to
dusk. Bottom panel: observed (black) and simulated (blue, green) energy flux along the satellite
trajectory. The blue trace shows the simulation result from using diffusion coefficients in the
wave-driven precipitation and the green trace from the simulation using the MHD approximation
in the auroral precipitation.
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I. Physics-based calculation of precipitation -- diffusion coefficient method
II. Physics-based calculation of precipitation -- lifetime method
III. MHD approximation of precipitation
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